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HOJA DE RESPUESTAS 

 

EJERCICIO 1: TATTOOS ARE BECOMING MORE POPULAR 
 

 Espacio reservado para la persona 
correctora 

1 TRUE FALSE  

2 TRUE FALSE  

3 TRUE FALSE  

4 TRUE FALSE  

5 TRUE FALSE  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

EJERCICIO 3: REVIEW: EAT PRAY LOVE 

 

Espacio reservado para la 
persona correctora 

1  THINGS  

2  THIS  

3  HAD  

4  A  

5  WHERE  

6  WAS  

7  TO  

8  IN  

9  WHAT  

10  FOR  

 
 

EJERCICIO 2: NEW YORK MUSEUMS 
Espacio reservado 
para la persona 
correctora 

1  A B C D E  

2  A B C D E  

3  A B C D E  

4  A B C D E  

5  A B C D E  

6  A B C D E  

7  A B C D E  

8  A B C D E  

9  A B C D E  

10  A B C D E  
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EJERCICIO 1 
 

TATTOOS ARE BECOMING MORE POPULAR 
 

Adapted from  https://www.english-online.at/news-articles/people/tatoos-are-becoming-more-popular.htm 

 

Read the following text. For questions 1-5, circle the correct option, TRUE or FALSE as in 
example 0.  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET. 

 

More and more people around the world are getting tattoos. In the United States tattoos are 

extremely popular among people aged 25 to 40. A third of all Americans between 18 and 25 have a 

tattoo. (0-FALSE) In Britain, a fifth of all adults are tattooed (1-TRUE). Tattooing has become a major 

industry as well. Today, there are more than 50,000 professional tattoo artists in the US alone. (2-

FALSE) 

Even celebrities and athletes, ranging from Angelina Jolie to David Beckham have tattoos on their 

bodies. 

According to researchers many people tattoo themselves as a sign of individuality. (3-TRUE) They 

want to express themselves and show others who they are. Other forms of body art are also on the 

rise. 

Today, tattoos are widely accepted in society. That has not always been the case.  In former times 

tattoos were associated with criminals, lower class people or certain groups like sailors and 

motorcycle gangs. (4-FALSE)  While tattooing was once a male characteristic, more and more 

women are now getting tattoos. 

Tattooing goes way back in history. In many parts of the world, old civilisations used tattoos for 

decoration and as religious symbols. The ancient Romans tattooed their slaves. (5-FALSE) Native 

Americans tattooed themselves as a sign of bravery. 

 

0 All Americans between 18 and 25 are tattooed TRUE FALSE 

1 One out of every five grown person in Britain has got a tattoo TRUE FALSE 

2 There are less than 50,000 tattoo artists in the world TRUE FALSE 

3 
Studies show that tattooed people want to be differentiated from 
others 

TRUE FALSE 

4 Nowadays tattoos are connected with crime TRUE FALSE 

5 Roman slaves tattooed themselves TRUE FALSE 

 
 
 

https://www.english-online.at/news-articles/people/tatoos-are-becoming-more-popular.htm
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EJERCICIO 2 

NEW YORK MUSEUMS 

Adapted from https://www.ny.com/museums/ 

 Read the following text. For each sentence (1–10) write the letter of the museum (A–E) in the 
space provided as in example 0. You may use each museum more than once.  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET 

 

 

A. Natural History 

The Natural History Museum is one of the most famous tourist attractions in New York City. 

(0) It is a must-see, especially if you are travelling with children (10). There is no fixed 

admission price, just a recommended donation. (5) 

B. Guggenheim 

Guggenheim Museum was designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Expect to spend at least half a 

day (8) going through the galleries and exploring the building. Try to head here early (9) and 

avoid the weekends (4) when the museum gets extremely crowded. 

C. The Met  

It is truly gigantic (1). Getting at least a little bit lost (6) at the Met is inevitable, but there are 

always museum personnel nearby who can give you directions. (2) If you are planning on 

visiting the Met and another museum, you will have to prioritize; going through the entire 

Met is a full day (or two) affair. 

D. MoMA 

It features the most prestigious art collection in the country. The MoMA Store always has 

great gadgets perfectly designed. They also sell books, CD's accessories, and furniture. (4) 

E. Whitney Museum of American Art 

It features over 21,000 pieces of American art from across two centuries. The permanent 

exhibits occupy one floor of the museum (7) while the other three floors are used for 

temporary exhibits providing a good overview of the changes in American art over the last 

century. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.ny.com/museums/
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EJERCICIO 2  
 

NEW YORK MUSEUMS 

WHICH TEXT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION? 
 

0. It is a well-known place for visitors.  A 

1. It is a large museum                                          C 

2. You can buy things for your house                  D  

3.  Employees can help you in your visit                  C 

4. It is better if you visit it during weekdays B 

5. You decide what you want to pay to visit it           A 

6. It is sometimes difficult to know which way to take C 

7. The visit could take one morning or one afternoon B 

8. Only one part of the museum is for permanent exhibitions E 

9. Visiting the museum first thing in the morning is recommended B 

10. If you want to take your children to a museum, this is a good option A 

 
 
A NATURAL HISTORY 
B GUGGENHEIM 
C THE MET 
D MoMA 
E WHITNEY MUSEUM 
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EJERCICIO 3 
REVIEW: ELIZABETH GILBERT’S EAT, PRAY, LOVE 

Adapted from https://reedsy.com/discovery/blog/book-review-examples 

Read the text. Complete each gap with one word from the box. There are two extra words 
you do not need to use. 0 is an example.  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET 

 

the  in  for   things  to  had              was  this 

where        her        a            its        what 

 

“Eat Pray Love” is so popular that it is almost impossible to not read it. I quietly ordered the book 

from amazon.in and sat down to read it. The book is a real story and is a short journal from the time 

when __ITS__ (0) writer went travelling to three different countries in pursuit of three different 

THINGS (1) – Italy (Pleasure), India (Spirituality), Bali (Balance) and ___THIS___ (2) is what 

corresponds to the book’s name – EAT (in Italy), PRAY (in India) and LOVE (in Bali, Indonesia).  

She ___HAD___ (3) everything an American woman can aspire for – MONEY, CAREER, FRIENDS, 

HUSBAND, but Elizabeth was not happy in her life, she was not happy in her marriage. Having 

suffered __A_____ (4) terrible divorce and terrible breakup soon after, Elizabeth was sad. She did 

not know __WHERE______ (5) to go and what to do – all she knew __WAS___ (6) that she wanted 

___TO____ (7) run away. She set out on an adventure – she will go to three countries ____IN___ 

(8) a year and see if she can find out ____WHAT___ (9) she was looking for in life. This book is 

about that life changing journey that she takes ___FOR_____ (10) one year. […] 

 

0 ITS 

1 THINGS  

2 THIS  

3 HAD  

4 A  

5 WHERE  

6 WAS  

7 TO  

8 IN  

9 WHAT  

10 FOR 

 

DL: AS – 0329-2022 

 

https://reedsy.com/discovery/blog/book-review-examples
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HOJA DE RESPUESTAS 
 

EJERCICIO 1: LONG JOHNS 
Espacio reservado para la 
persona correctora 

1  A B C  

2  A B C  

3  A B C  

4  A B C  

5  A B C  

6  A B C  

7  A B C  

8  A B C  

9  A B C  

 

 

 
  

EJERCICIO 2: THE LIBRARY OF THE 
DISCARDED BOOKS 

Espacio reservado para la persona 
correctora 

1 borrow    

2 found    

3 public    

4 throw     

5 library    

6 factory    

7 read    

8 different    

9 learning    

EJERCICIO 3: KEEPING FIT 
Espacio reservado 
para la persona 
correctora 

1  A B C D E  

2  A B C D E  

3  A B C D E  

4  A B C D E  

5  A B C D E  

6  A B C D E  

7  A B C D E  
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EJERCICIO 1  
LONG JOHNS 

From learningenglish.voanews.com 

Listen to this recording. For questions 1-9, choose the correct option A-C as in the 
example 0. Only ONE answer is possible.  
DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET  

 
0. The radio caller is from … 

A Africa 

B Europe  

C South America 

 

1. Long Johns is …  that soldiers invented during World War II 

A the only word 

B the first word 

C one of the many words 

 

2. The US military made their soldiers wear Long Johns to … 

A be safe 

B stay warm 

C go underground 

 

3. Soldiers wore Long Johns … 

A under their uniform  

B on their arms and legs  

C on top of all their clothes 

 

4. Long Johns were given the name of a … 

A soldier 

B sportsman 

C a man who made boxes 

 

5. In the 19th century, a boxer wore long Johns … 

A in pictures  

B in matches 

C when he trained 
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6. In some places in North America, Long John is a kind of … 

A bar 

B trick 

C sweet 

 

7. Sometimes, British pilots … 

A believed in magic 

B carried gremlins in their planes 

C had difficult problems with their planes 

 

8. A big wheel in the US military was a … 

A follower 

B bossy man 

C powerful man 

 

9. Nowadays the meaning of the term a big wheel is … 

A different 

B the same  

C confusing 

 
EJERCICIO 2 

THE LIBRARY OF THE DISCARDED BOOKS 

From www.englishclub.com  

 

Listen to this recording. For questions 1-9, fill in the gaps with ONE word as in the example 
0. Only ONE answer is possible. 
DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET  

 
0. In 2017, sanitation workers started to get   BOOKS nobody was interested in 

1. Their goal was that other employees could BORROW these books 

2. Sanitation workers FOUND books while they were collecting garbage 

3. The story of the discarded books got to the PUBLIC 

4. Soon residents of Ankara DIDN´T THROW books away 

5. There were so many books that the workers decided they needed a LIBRARY 

6. The library is in a FACTORY that is no longer used 

7. You can take the books home or READ them there 

8. The library contains a big number of DIFFERENT books 

9. Some schools in Ankara use these books as LEARNING materials 
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EJERCICIO 3 
 

KEEPING FIT 
From elllo.org 

 

Listen to six speakers. For questions 1-7, choose the correct option A-E as in the example 
0. Only ONE answer is possible. You can use the same speaker to answer more than one 
question.  
DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET  
 
 
Which speaker …? 
 

0 
 doesn’t have a car 

EXAMPLE 
 

EXAMPLE 

   

1 
can’t run long distances 

A   

2 likes many kinds of exercise E  SPEAKER A 

3 worries about eating healthily C  SPEAKER B 

4 isn’t very good at the sport they do A  SPEAKER C 

5 doesn’t really like doing exercise indoors E  SPEAKER D 

6 cycles uphill three times a week during the week D  SPEAKER E 

7 can’t do exercise outdoors because of the weather B   

 

 
 
 

 
EJERCICIO 1  

LONG JOHNS 
From learningenglish.voanews.com 

This week, we answer a question from Evelio (0) in Colombia. He writes: 
Why is a sort of men’s underwear called “long johns”? Thank you. 
Dear Evelio, 
When I looked up the history of the term “long johns,” I found it was first used in World War II by 
American soldiers. That got me thinking about other words and phrases the soldiers invented. 
(1) Many words that we use today, or are considered slang terms, came from the soldiers in that 
war. 
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World War II was fought in many areas, including Europe. Because parts of Europe get cold in winter, 
(2) the U.S. military gave soldiers special under-clothing to help keep them warm. (3) This under-
clothing covered much of the body, even the arms and legs. The soldiers called it “long johns.” 
 
(4) Long johns are believed to have been named after John L. Sullivan, a famous American boxer in 
the 19th century. Sullivan wore a similar-looking piece of clothing (5) when he competed in 
boxing matches. 
 
It is also worth noting that Americans sometimes call long johns “long underwear.” 
And, (6) in parts of the U.S., people may use the term “long john” when they talk about a kind 
of baked sweet that looks like a bar. This treat might help you stay warm in cold weather, too. 
 
Here is another term that was born in the military. (7) When members of Britain’s Royal Air Force 
did not know why a plane was experiencing problems, they claimed that a small imaginary creature 
was inside the aircraft. They had a name for this creature: a gremlin. American soldiers began using 
the term gremlin during the war. On a television program in the 1960s, a man reported seeing one 
outside of the plane in which he was flying. 
A gremlin's destroying the plane! You've got to believe me! 
Today Americans use “gremlin” when talking about small magical creatures. 
 
The U.S. military is one place where following orders is very important. (8) Soldiers called someone 
a “Big Wheel” if that person had power over them. (9) Today, we use this term when talking about 
someone who has the respect of others. 
Here is an example of how to use it in a sentence: 

My father's a pretty big wheel down at the factory. 
I hope that helps to answer your question, Evelio. 
What question do you have about American English? Send us an email 
at learningenglish@voanews.com. 
And that's Ask a Teacher for this week. 
I’m Jill Robbins. 
 
 

 

EJERCICIO 2 
 

THE LIBRARY OF THE DISCARDED BOOKS 
 

From www.englishclub.com 

(0) In 2017, a group of sanitation workers in Ankara, Turkey began to collect BOOKS that had been 

thrown away. (1) Their goal was to create a small supply of books for other employees to BORROW 

from. The workers would salvage any discarded (2) books they FOUND while collecting garbage, in 

order to make sure that other people would get to read them. While this collection began as a supply 

for the sanitation department’s workers, (3) the story of the discarded books was brought to the 

attention of the PUBLIC. Soon, (4) residents of Ankara began donating their books to the sanitation 

department’s collection, instead of THROWING them away. As the once-small book collection 

started to grow, (5) the sanitation workers decided to open a public LIBRARY made up of unwanted 

books. Today, (6) this library is located in an abandoned brick FACTORY, where there are now 

chairs and tables so that (7) people can sit and READ. It contains (8) thousands of DIFFERENT 

books, both fiction and non-fiction. In fact, the library has become so successful that (9) schools in 

Ankara now borrow books from it to use as LEARNING materials. 

 

mailto:learningenglish@voanews.com
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EJERCICIO 3 
KEEPING FIT 

From elllo.org 

Speaker - EXAMPLE 

Matthew / Canada 
I ride my bicycle. I like to ride my bicycle around most of the time, if I'm able to I'll ride a bicycle to 
work, and also I like to walk everywhere. (0) I've never owned a car, so I tend to walk a lot of 
different places. 

Speaker A 

Lindsay / United States 
I like to go running two or three times a week, (4) but to be honest I’m not the best runner. I only ... 
I probably walk for fifteen minutes, then run for ten, and then walk for another fifteen minutes. (1) 
I'm hoping someday I can work up to run, to do running for at least twenty minutes. 

Speaker B 

Paul / England 
I like to go to the gym a few times a week, I like to go to the gym. I really like running but (7) at the 
moment it's quite cold outside so I don't like to go running outside so I usually go to the gym and 
use the treadmill. 

Speaker C 

Aki / Japan 
Every week I go to yoga. I also do some walking. I also do some push-ups every day, but that's 
about it. (3) I also try to control what I eat. I don't eat that much oily food, or I don't drink much 
alcohol, so I guess that's how I try to keep fit. 

Speaker D 

Eoin / England 
To stay in shape, I try and walk a lot, is one thing, and also (6) I cycle into work two or three times 
a week. Now that might not sound like much but I actually work on top of a mountain, so that's a 
fair amount of exercise. It takes me about thirty, forty minutes. 

Speaker E 

Shalini / Canada 
Exercise? Including ... (2) going to the gym, doing yoga, dancing, hiking, whatever ... whatever 
physical activity I can get my hand on that (5) doesn't involve really going to the gym would be 
preferable. 

DL : AS-0329-2022 
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HOJA DE RESPUESTAS 
 

EJERCICIO 1: LONG JOHNS 
Espacio reservado para la 
persona correctora 

1  A B C  

2  A B C  

3  A B C  

4  A B C  

5  A B C  

6  A B C  

7  A B C  

8  A B C  

9  A B C  

 

 

 
  

EJERCICIO 2: THE LIBRARY OF THE 
DISCARDED BOOKS 

Espacio reservado para la persona 
correctora 

1 borrow    

2 found    

3 public    

4 throw     

5 library    

6 factory    

7 read    

8 different    

9 learning    

EJERCICIO 3: KEEPING FIT 
Espacio reservado 
para la persona 
correctora 

1  A B C D E  

2  A B C D E  

3  A B C D E  

4  A B C D E  

5  A B C D E  

6  A B C D E  

7  A B C D E  
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EJERCICIO 1  
LONG JOHNS 

From learningenglish.voanews.com 

Listen to this recording. For questions 1-9, choose the correct option A-C as in the 
example 0. Only ONE answer is possible.  
DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET  

 
0. The radio caller is from … 

A Africa 

B Europe  

C South America 

 

1. Long Johns is …  that soldiers invented during World War II 

A the only word 

B the first word 

C one of the many words 

 

2. The US military made their soldiers wear Long Johns to … 

A be safe 

B stay warm 

C go underground 

 

3. Soldiers wore Long Johns … 

A under their uniform  

B on their arms and legs  

C on top of all their clothes 

 

4. Long Johns were given the name of a … 

A soldier 

B sportsman 

C a man who made boxes 

 

5. In the 19th century, a boxer wore long Johns … 

A in pictures  

B in matches 

C when he trained 
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6. In some places in North America, Long John is a kind of … 

A bar 

B trick 

C sweet 

 

7. Sometimes, British pilots … 

A believed in magic 

B carried gremlins in their planes 

C had difficult problems with their planes 

 

8. A big wheel in the US military was a … 

A follower 

B bossy man 

C powerful man 

 

9. Nowadays the meaning of the term a big wheel is … 

A different 

B the same  

C confusing 

 
EJERCICIO 2 

THE LIBRARY OF THE DISCARDED BOOKS 

From www.englishclub.com  

 

Listen to this recording. For questions 1-9, fill in the gaps with ONE word as in the example 
0. Only ONE answer is possible. 
DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET  

 
0. In 2017, sanitation workers started to get   BOOKS nobody was interested in 

1. Their goal was that other employees could BORROW these books 

2. Sanitation workers FOUND books while they were collecting garbage 

3. The story of the discarded books got to the PUBLIC 

4. Soon residents of Ankara DIDN´T THROW books away 

5. There were so many books that the workers decided they needed a LIBRARY 

6. The library is in a FACTORY that is no longer used 

7. You can take the books home or READ them there 

8. The library contains a big number of DIFFERENT books 

9. Some schools in Ankara use these books as LEARNING materials 
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EJERCICIO 3 
 

KEEPING FIT 
From elllo.org 

 

Listen to six speakers. For questions 1-7, choose the correct option A-E as in the example 
0. Only ONE answer is possible. You can use the same speaker to answer more than one 
question.  
DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET  
 
 
Which speaker …? 
 

0 
 doesn’t have a car 

EXAMPLE 
 

EXAMPLE 

   

1 
can’t run long distances 

A   

2 likes many kinds of exercise E  SPEAKER A 

3 worries about eating healthily C  SPEAKER B 

4 isn’t very good at the sport they do A  SPEAKER C 

5 doesn’t really like doing exercise indoors E  SPEAKER D 

6 cycles uphill three times a week during the week D  SPEAKER E 

7 can’t do exercise outdoors because of the weather B   

 

 
 
 

 
EJERCICIO 1  

LONG JOHNS 
From learningenglish.voanews.com 

This week, we answer a question from Evelio (0) in Colombia. He writes: 
Why is a sort of men’s underwear called “long johns”? Thank you. 
Dear Evelio, 
When I looked up the history of the term “long johns,” I found it was first used in World War II by 
American soldiers. That got me thinking about other words and phrases the soldiers invented. 
(1) Many words that we use today, or are considered slang terms, came from the soldiers in that 
war. 
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World War II was fought in many areas, including Europe. Because parts of Europe get cold in winter, 
(2) the U.S. military gave soldiers special under-clothing to help keep them warm. (3) This under-
clothing covered much of the body, even the arms and legs. The soldiers called it “long johns.” 
 
(4) Long johns are believed to have been named after John L. Sullivan, a famous American boxer in 
the 19th century. Sullivan wore a similar-looking piece of clothing (5) when he competed in 
boxing matches. 
 
It is also worth noting that Americans sometimes call long johns “long underwear.” 
And, (6) in parts of the U.S., people may use the term “long john” when they talk about a kind 
of baked sweet that looks like a bar. This treat might help you stay warm in cold weather, too. 
 
Here is another term that was born in the military. (7) When members of Britain’s Royal Air Force 
did not know why a plane was experiencing problems, they claimed that a small imaginary creature 
was inside the aircraft. They had a name for this creature: a gremlin. American soldiers began using 
the term gremlin during the war. On a television program in the 1960s, a man reported seeing one 
outside of the plane in which he was flying. 
A gremlin's destroying the plane! You've got to believe me! 
Today Americans use “gremlin” when talking about small magical creatures. 
 
The U.S. military is one place where following orders is very important. (8) Soldiers called someone 
a “Big Wheel” if that person had power over them. (9) Today, we use this term when talking about 
someone who has the respect of others. 
Here is an example of how to use it in a sentence: 

My father's a pretty big wheel down at the factory. 
I hope that helps to answer your question, Evelio. 
What question do you have about American English? Send us an email 
at learningenglish@voanews.com. 
And that's Ask a Teacher for this week. 
I’m Jill Robbins. 
 
 

 

EJERCICIO 2 
 

THE LIBRARY OF THE DISCARDED BOOKS 
 

From www.englishclub.com 

(0) In 2017, a group of sanitation workers in Ankara, Turkey began to collect BOOKS that had been 

thrown away. (1) Their goal was to create a small supply of books for other employees to BORROW 

from. The workers would salvage any discarded (2) books they FOUND while collecting garbage, in 

order to make sure that other people would get to read them. While this collection began as a supply 

for the sanitation department’s workers, (3) the story of the discarded books was brought to the 

attention of the PUBLIC. Soon, (4) residents of Ankara began donating their books to the sanitation 

department’s collection, instead of THROWING them away. As the once-small book collection 

started to grow, (5) the sanitation workers decided to open a public LIBRARY made up of unwanted 

books. Today, (6) this library is located in an abandoned brick FACTORY, where there are now 

chairs and tables so that (7) people can sit and READ. It contains (8) thousands of DIFFERENT 

books, both fiction and non-fiction. In fact, the library has become so successful that (9) schools in 

Ankara now borrow books from it to use as LEARNING materials. 
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EJERCICIO 3 
KEEPING FIT 

From elllo.org 

Speaker - EXAMPLE 

Matthew / Canada 
I ride my bicycle. I like to ride my bicycle around most of the time, if I'm able to I'll ride a bicycle to 
work, and also I like to walk everywhere. (0) I've never owned a car, so I tend to walk a lot of 
different places. 

Speaker A 

Lindsay / United States 
I like to go running two or three times a week, (4) but to be honest I’m not the best runner. I only ... 
I probably walk for fifteen minutes, then run for ten, and then walk for another fifteen minutes. (1) 
I'm hoping someday I can work up to run, to do running for at least twenty minutes. 

Speaker B 

Paul / England 
I like to go to the gym a few times a week, I like to go to the gym. I really like running but (7) at the 
moment it's quite cold outside so I don't like to go running outside so I usually go to the gym and 
use the treadmill. 

Speaker C 

Aki / Japan 
Every week I go to yoga. I also do some walking. I also do some push-ups every day, but that's 
about it. (3) I also try to control what I eat. I don't eat that much oily food, or I don't drink much 
alcohol, so I guess that's how I try to keep fit. 

Speaker D 

Eoin / England 
To stay in shape, I try and walk a lot, is one thing, and also (6) I cycle into work two or three times 
a week. Now that might not sound like much but I actually work on top of a mountain, so that's a 
fair amount of exercise. It takes me about thirty, forty minutes. 

Speaker E 

Shalini / Canada 
Exercise? Including ... (2) going to the gym, doing yoga, dancing, hiking, whatever ... whatever 
physical activity I can get my hand on that (5) doesn't involve really going to the gym would be 
preferable. 
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